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Baral!k Obama bQl!OmQ~ 
44th U .!!. Prg~idgnt 
On January 20. 2009. Barat!k Obama wag inauguratgd ag thg 44th 
prg~idgnt of thg Unifgd ~tatgg: hr! i~ thg fir~t Afrit!an Amgrit!an to hold that 
offit!Q. Thg produt!t of an intgrrat!ial marriagg-hig fathgr grgw up in a ~mall 
villagg in Kgnya. hig mothgr in Kan~a~-Obama grgw up in Hawaii but 
digt!ovgrgd hig t!ivit! t!alling in Chit!ago. whgrg hr! workgd for ggvgral ygar~ a~ 
a t!Ommunity organizgr on thg t!ity'g larggly blat!k ~outh ~idl!. Aftgr gtudying 
at Harvard law ~t!hool and prat!tit!ing t!ongtitutionallaw in Chit!ago. hr! bggan 
hig politit!al t!arggr in 1 996 in thg lllinoig ~tatg ~gnatg and in 2004 
annount!r!d hig t!andidat!y for a ngwly vat!ant ggat in thg U.~. ~gnatg. Hr! 
dr!livgrgd a rouging kgynotg ~pl!l!t!h at that ygar' ~ Ogmot!ratit! National 
Convgntion. attrat!ting national atfgntion with hig gloqugnt t!all for national 
unity and t!oopgration at!ro~g party ling~. In Fr!bruary 2007. ju~t monthg 
aftgr hr! bl!t!amg only thg third Afrit!an Amgrit!an g)gt!tl!d to thg U .~. ~gnatg 
~int!Q Rr!t!ongtrut!tion. Obama annount!l!d hig t!andidat!y for thg 2008 
Ogmot!ratit! prg~idgntial nomination. Aftgr withgtanding a tight Ogmot!ratit! 
primary batfJg with Hillary Clinton. thg Nr!w York ~gnator and formgr fir~t 
lady. Obama dgfgatgd ~gnator John Mt!Cain of Arizona in thg ggngral 
g)gt!tion that Novgmbgr. Obama'g appgarant!Qg in both thg primarigg and thg 
ggngral g)gt!tion drgw imprgggivg t!rowdg, and hi~ mgggagg of hopg and 
t!hangg-gmbodigd by thg glogan -"Vgg Wg Can"-ingpirgd thougand~ of ngw 
votgr~. many young and blat!k. to t!a~t thgir votg for thg firgt timg in thg 
higtorit! g)gt!tion. 
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One of the most recognizable characters in modern-day R&B, Beyonce first rose to 
fame as the siren-voiced centerpiece of Destiny's Child before embarking on a 
multi-platinum solo career in 2001 . Booming record sales, Gram my awards, movie 
roles, and a romance with rapper/CEO Jay-Z combined to heighten her profile in 
the 2000s, making the singer a virtual mainstay in the entertainment world. 
Knowles signed with Pepsi in 2002 for a promotional deal, which included 
appearances on N commercials, as well as radio and Internet advertisements. 
Knowles' range of commercial deals and products also includes beauty care 
products and perfumes. She signed with cosmetics company L'Oreal in 2003, 
earning her about $1 million. In 2004, Knowles and her mother founded their fami-
ly's company Beyond Productions, which provides the licensing and brand man-
agement for House of Dereon. A 2004 PepsiN commercial in the theme of .. Glad-
iators .. featured Knowles and singers Britney Spears, Pink, and Enrique Iglesias, and 
the following year with Jennifer Lopez and David Beckham entitled .. Samurai ... She 
launched her own fragrance called True Star, a Tommy Hilfiger scent, in 2004. As 
part of her contributions to the product, Knowles sang a cover version of .. Wishing 
on a Star .. for the True Star commercials, for which she earned $250,000.[86] She 
also launched Hilfiger's True Star Gold in 2005 and Emporia Armani's Diamonds in 
2007. 
Knowles and her mother introduced House of Dereon, a ready-to-wear contempo-
rary women's fashion line, in 2005. According to Tina Knowles, the overall style of 
the line best reflects Knowles' taste and style. Launched in 2006, products of 
House of Dereon received public exhibitions during the group's shows and tours 
during Destiny Fulfilled. The store, which is available across the United States and 
Canada, sells sportswear, denim along with fur, outerwear and accessories that in-
clude handbags and footwear. They also include footwear, which Knowles 
teamed up with House of Brands, a local shoe company. In early 2008, they 
launched Beyonce Fashion Diva, a mobile game with an online social networking 
component, 
featuring House of Dereon. 
Forbes magazine reported that Knowles earned $80 million between June 2007 
and June 2008, combined with her album, tour, fashion business, and promotion-
al deals. It made her the 
world's second best-paid music personality for this span of time. 
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Washington, D.C., native Taraji P. Henson didn't always know that her smoldering 
charisma and beautiful face would make her a professional actress. Born Sept. 
11, 1970, Henson only goal in life had been acting since she was a child growing 
up in Washington, DC. During her sophomore year in high school, she auditioned 
for the Duke Ellington School of the Performing Arts, but was not accepted. Con-
vinced that she did not have what it took to become an actress, she instead stud-
ied engineering and science at the University of 
District Columbia and North Carolina A &. T, but with her father's advice, eventually 
returned to what she loved most - performing. Henson enrolled in the Theater 
Arts program at Howard University, paying her tuition - and gaining valuable per-
forming experience - as a singing and dancing waitress on a dinner cruise. After 
earning her bachelors degree, the single mom confirmed her goals and set off 
with only $700 in donations from friends and family in her pocket. 
Taraji P. Henson began to catch the attention of film audiences with supporting 
roles in John Singleton's "Baby Boy" (2001) and "Four Brothers" (2005), but her 
breakout 
performance opposite Terrence Howard in the acclaimed urban drama "Hustle&. 
Flow" (2005) really set the critical buzz in motion. A virtual unknown when she 
was flooded with award nominations for her performance and her singing on the 
film's soundtrack single "It's Hard Out Here for a Pimp," Henson's image as a 
feisty, independent woman led to steady series television work and another round 
of accolades for the acclaimed period biopic "Talk to Me" ( 2007). When Henson 
found herself sharing the screen with Brad Pitt in "The Curious Case of Benjamin 
Button" (2008) the following year, it was clear that her long-held dream of being 
a respected A-list actress was quickly becoming reality. 
19 
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Dr. Marvin Burng 
D[AN 
Langston·s School of Agriculture & Applied 
Sciences program leads to the Bachelor of 
Science Degree in Agricultural Science. 
The Program is designed to provide the 
opportunity to acquire an understanding of 
problems, principles, and practices related to 
industries that engage in providing food and 
fiber for humans and animals. The program 
continues to provide boundless opportunities 
to students in the areas of academics, 
cooperative, research, and agricultural 
research. 
Dr. C.lanml!Q HQdgQ 
Ae!ting DfAN 
The School of Arts & Sciences offers a variety 
of academic choices. The school includes: 
The English Department 
The Department of Communications 
The Department of Mathematics 
The Department of Natural Sciences 
The Department of Social Sciences and 
Humanities 
The Department of Technology 
----------------------------------~33 
3 
Dr. ~olamon ~mith 
D81N 
The mission of the School of Business is 
to impart undergraduate business 
education, to synthesize theory and 
practice in the classroom, seek first hand 
exposure to best business practices, and 
improve faculty performance as 
educators through research. 
The school is organized into two 
departments: 
Business Administration 
Computer & Information Sciences 
Dr. Robort Carr 
D[AN 
The primary goal of the school is to 
provide opportunities for students to 
develop mentally, emotionally, and 
physically to the extent of their abilities 
while attaining academic preparation for 
the professions of their choices. 
_______________ ___.35 
3 
Dr. Carolyn Kornogay 
08\N 
The SONHP provides a dynamic, challenging and 
stimulating environment within which students and 
faculty work together across disciplines to address 
the needs of a rapidly changing health care 
environment. As students work together in the core 
courses, they are preparing for the level of 
interdisciplinary collaboration that is required of 
today's health care professionals. 
Dr. Millee Jorge 
D[AN 
Langston University is known for being the first 
institution in the state of Oklahoma to offer a doctoral 
degree in Physical Therapy. The OPT program is 
an entry-level professional course of study for 
individuals with an earned baccalaureate degree 
seeking to become physical therapists (PTs) who 
provide seNices that help restore function, improve 
mobility, relieve pain, and prevent or limit permanent 
physical disabilities. 
--------------------___.137 
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Graduating ~gniorg 
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FACULTY 
Kate Corbett 
Edward Man)'lbe Orlenthea Mcgowan Yvonne Montgomery Mary Newman Hossein Sarjehpayma 
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Carmen Bennett Quanetta Brown 

e-Construction 
Project Name: Student Success Center 
Description: The Student Success Center will house the enrollment 
offices of the university, including admissions, registration, records, 
financial aid, and the bursar. In addition to these functions, student 
meeting rooms are needed to provide students with a facility to support 
needed non-classroom college experiences. 
Bond Proceeds: $7,000,000 
Total Amount of Project: $7,000,000 
Project Name: Allied Health Complex 
Description: This project will combine, under one roof, the educational 
programs in nursing, physical therapy, health care administration , 
gerontology and pre-medicine. Badly needed renovations will be made 
to existing Jones Hall and Hamilton Hall that house classrooms and 
laboratories for the sciences. A new wing will be added to connect the 
two buildings, thus creating the Allied Health Complex. 
Bond Proceeds: $7,000,000 
Total Amount of Project: $7,000,000 
LSU STUDENTS PROTESTING THE JENA 6 
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She's pleasant, cheerfuL humorous, kind, understanding, supportiv 
and diligent. The essence of the spirit of Langston University, Taylo 
M. Byrne is our "Miss Langston University 2008." Ms. Byrne is a 2 
year-old senior biology major from Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. She is 
the eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stanton and Gloria Byrne. 
aylor walked away with a top-five finish and $8,000 in the Miss 
Oklahoma Scholarship Pageant the week of June 6, 2008 in Tulsa. 
She was second runner-up for the title of "Miss Oklahoma". Ms. 
Byrne won both talent and newcomer talent awards during he 
ednesday night preliminary performance. Taylor said she coul 
have never imagined how drastically her life would change upon 
becoming Miss Langston University. "I am so proud of all the fears I 
have overcome, and the personal growth that I have experience 
uring my reign. I dare my fellow Langstonites to live Life Withou 
imits; to not only step, but jump out of their comfort zone. Se 
yourself apa1t, and embrace the uniqueness and the power you all 
ave. Never look back, never give up, and always acknowledge thos 
who have helped you along the way. Through perseverance, har 
work, and faith in God, any goal is attainable." 
s. Byrne will return to this Miss Oklahoma Pageant in June 2009, as 
iss Oklahoma State Fair with the goal of capturing the title of Miss 
Oklahoma. Taylor Byrne will be a "Miss Langston" to remember. 
To my fellow Langstonites: Continue to rise above the 
rest. Set yourselves apart, and embrace the uniqueness and the 
power you all have. Marianne Williams once stated, "Our 
deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is 
that we are powerful beyond measure. It is our light. Not our 
darkness that most frightens us. 
We ask ourselves, who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, 
talented, fabulous? Actually, who are you not to be? You are a 
child of God. Playing small does not serve the world. There is 
nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other people 
won't feel insecure around you. We are all meant to shine, as 
children do. We were born to make manifest the glory of God 
that is within us. It's not just in some of us: it's in everyone. 
And as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give the 
other people permission to do the same. 
As we are liberated from our own fear, our presence 
automatically liberates others." I strongly believe in these 
words, and hope that you believe in yourself. Never look 
back, never give up, and always acknowledge who has helped 
you along the way. 
Have a blessed and magnificent 2009! 69 

"Being Mr. Langston University has allowed me to grow as a 
person. I have come to the realization that someone is 
always watching me, and I must carry myself in a 
respectable and professional manner at all times." 
72 
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2008 LU !!GA 
Langston University's Student Government Association (SGA) 2008-2009 officers were 
determined to get all Langstonites involved. 
The SGA's executive board included Rickey Giles, president; Erik Reed, vice president; 
Javon Brame, activities coordinator; Princeton Grayson, chief of staff; Miles Kelly, 
historian; Phaedra Luckett, chief justice; Y odit Alemu, secretary of state; Kim Holman, 
state of treasurer; Anthony Crawford, SGA special assistant; Sean Berry, ambassador 
chair; Mr. Langston, James Pierce; and Miss Langston, Taylor Byrne. 
Giles, a senior agricultural business major from St. Louis, Mo., said that he ran for 
president because he felt that the voice of the student body needed a greater impact. 
"I believe that I can be that voice for the students, as well as make things happen in an 
orderly fashion," Giles said. 
His two biggest plans for the student body were to enhance student involvement on 
campus and to get more students on campus registered to vote. 
"I believe that too many students find themselves being just another number instead of 
standing out and evolving into the leaders they are capable of becoming." 
Giles also said that he felt his greatest accomplish was staying connected with the 
student-body. 
"Just because I am president I haven't ignored the fact that I too am a student who pays 
the same tuition as everybody else. This not only keeps me humble, but also keeps me 
in tune with the needs of the student body," he said. 
Reed, a business administration junior from Oklahoma City, said that hi job as vice 
president was to make "intercessions" with the president and to make sure everything 
gets done in a timely fashion. His job is also to ensure that all tanding committee are 
ran properly. The standing committees are housing, chaired by La Tara Sutton; food, 
chaired by Ariel Black; public relations, chaired by Randi Okray; academics, chaired by 
Brittanie Atkinson; and civic voice, chaired by Anthony Crawford. 
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LU Ambassadors : .~ • 
One-on-One with Aleshia Richardson, 
LU Ambassador 
The third dass ct Langston lkliversity Ambassadors was 
recently ·nstalled during Frestman Orientmon Week. The 
elite gro~ of 51 students proved themsetves worthy by 
standi g out in the tighly competitive selection process. 
-some feel the app cation process is too much. As the 
advisor for the LU Ambassadors, it is my responsibilly to 
make sure that those selected can stand up to the chal-
lenge, • said Deshrick Lewis. 
Student COnnection recently spoke with new LU Am~ 
sador ilitiate, AJestia Richardson, a sophomore from Tu 
sa. to find out what ifs li e to be an LU Ambassador. 
Q What made you Ambassador? to become anLU 
A: I became an LU AmbasW<>r became I remembered how much 
tbey helped me dm:ing my freshman, yeM and I wanted to do tbe 
same for those who came ifter me. 
Q ln your opinio~ what is the role of LU Ambassador? 
A: I feel tlW tbe AmbassadOIS are ultimately leBrs. It is our 
duty to sezve the univeaity in the most positiw and respectfol ways 
possible. We WOik to belp those wbo need guid.ince. We ilso sezve 
as hosts foe university events. We have a lol of responsibility, and 
we !Be our jobs seriously. 
Q How · e skills yo gain as an Ambassador ben t you o you graduate from LU? 
A: Well. my profession will be in~. mel I hope to one day 
become a~ I will tlke my strong coJllDIDI1ication skills and 
the different typeS of leadership styles that I have lemled into my 
profession md e\.'el}'day life. 
Q What is most · gnificant cont · ution that o 
co d make to this campus as an Ambassador? 
A: Being involved and becoming evolved. If you come to LU and 
leaw the same penon tbat you were when you anived. tben you 
have waSied your time and money. 
87 
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NAACP 
NCNW 
92 
SIFE 
93 
Honda All Stars 
94 The Office 
list the price ot hese items todav, then guess 
how much the ill be in 25 vears. 
Todav In 25 vears 
co or Tape s s 
Concen Ticket s s 
Movie Ticket s s 
Popcorn at the movies s s 
Magazine s s 
Canol Soda s s 
Hamburger and tries s s 
large Pizza s s 
Ice Cream Cone s s 
Chewing Gum s s 
Car s s 
Gallon ol Gas s s 
Pair ol Jeans s s 
Pair ol Shoes s s 
A watch s s 
Postage Stamp s s 
local call at a pav phone s s 
The minimum wage is s s 
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96 
he main purpose of the Greek- etter organization a Langston University is to 
assist in achieving the objectives of the University. In terms of students, these 
objectives are encouraging scholarship and academic excellence, personal and 
social development, career and vocational attainment, fostering high moral and 
ethical standards, and exemplifying the ideal college student. 
The purpose of the National Pan-Hellenic Council is to create and maintain 
high standards in the life of fraternities and sororities; to perpetuate 
constructive fraternity and sorority relationships; to foster an understanding of 
the structure and method of operation among the affiliate organization; and to 
address, coordinate, and develop action strategies on matters of mutual concern 
to the affiliate organizations. 
We promote and assist in the development of progressive activities relevant to 
humanity and to further the cause of higher education and the welfare of 
Langston University. 
National Pan-Hellenic Council 
Langston University Chapter 
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INCE IT'S FOUNDING N DEC B R 4. 1906. ALPHA PHI 
ALPHA FRATERNITY. INC. HAS UPPLIED VOICE AND VISION TO TH 
STRUG l 0 AFRICAN-A ERICANSANO PE PLEOFCOLORAR UNO 
THE WORLD. 
ALPHA PHI ALPHA. THE FIRST INTERCOLLEGIAT G EK-
LETT R FRATERNITY ESTABLISHED FOR AFRICAN-AMERI NS. 
WAS FOUNDED AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY IN ITHACA. NEW YORK BY 
SEVEN COLLEGE MEN WHO RECOGNIZED TH NEED FOR A STRONG 
BOND OF BROTHERHOOD AMON AFRICAN DE CENDANTS IN THIS 
COUNTRY. THE VISIONARY FOUNDERS. KNOWN AS THE "J WELS' 
OF THE FRATERNITY, ARE HENRY ARTHUR CALLIS, CHARlES HEN-
RY CHAPMAN. EUGENE KINCKLE JONES. GEORG BIDDLE KELLY. 
NATHANIEL AlliSON MURRAY. ROBERT HAROLD LE. AND 
VERTNER WOODSON TANDY. 
THE FRATERNITY INI lAllY SERVED AS A STUDY AND SUPPORT 
GROUP FOR MINORITY STUDENTS WHO FACED RACIAL PREJUDICE 
BOTH EDUCATIONALLY AND OCIALLY, AT CORNELL THE JEWEL 
FOUND RS AND EARLY LEADERS OF THE FRATERNITY SUCCEEDED IN 
LAYING A FIRM FOUNDATION FOR ALPHA PHI ALPHAS PRINCIPLES OF 
SCHOLARSHIP. FEUOWSHIP, GOOD CHARACTER. AND THE UPLIFTING 
OF HUMANITY. 
ALPHA PHI ALPHA CHAPTERS WERE DEVELOPED AT OTHER 
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, MANY OF THEM AT HISTORICALLY 
BLACK INSTITUTIONS. SOON AFTER THE FOUNDING AT CORNELL 
WHILE CONTINUING TO STRESS ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE AMONG ITS 
MEMBERS. ALPHA AlSO RECOGNIZES THE NEED TO HELP CORRECT 
THE EDUCATIONAL EOONOMIC, POLITICAL AND SOCIALINJUSTIC S 
FACED BY AFRICAN-AMERICANS ... 
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IN 1908, ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY BECAME AMERicAS 
FIRST GREEK-LEITER ORGANIZATION ESTABLISHED BY BLACK COL-
LEGE WOMEN. THE SORORITY WAS FOUNDED WITH THE BELIEF 
THAT SISTERHOOD AND SERVICE GO HAND IN HAND. HER ROOTS 
DATE BACK TO HOWARD UNIVERSITY. WASHINGTON. D.C., WHERE 
THE IDEA FOR FORMATION WAS CONCEIVED BY ETHEL HEDGE-
MAN LYLE OF ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI. SHE VIEWED THE SORORITY 
AS AN INSTRUMENT FOR ENRICHING THE SOCIAL AND INTELLEC-
TUAL ASPECfS OF COLLEGE LIFE BY PROVIDING MENTAL STIMUlA-
TION THROUGH INTERACTION WITH FRIENDS AND ASSOCIATES. 
THROUGH THE YEARS. HOWEVER. ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA'S FUNC-
TION HAS BECOME MORE COMPLEX. AFTER HER INCORPORATION 
AS A PERPETUAL BODY IN 1913, ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA GREW FROM 
ONE UNDERGRADUATE CHAPTER TO AN INTERNATIONAL ONE 
WITH A MEMBERSHIP OF MORE THAN 200,000 COLLEGE TRAINED 
WOMEN IN 950 CHAPTERS IN THE UNITED STATES. THE CARIB-
BEAN. EUROPE. AND AFRICA. 
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA IS A SISTERHOOD COMPOSED OF WOMEN 
WHO HAVE CONSCIOUSLY CHOSEN THIS AFFILIATION AS A MEANS 
OF SELF-FULFILLMENT THROUGH VOLUNTEER SERVICE. ALPHA 
KAPPA ALPHA CULTIVATES AND ENCOURAGES HIGH SCHOLASTIC 
AND ETHICAL STANDARDS: PROMOTES UNITY AND FRIENDSHIP 
AMONG COLLEGE WOMEN: ALLEVIATES PROBLEMS CONCERNING 
GIRlS AND WOMEN: MAINTAINS A PROGRESSIVE INTEREST IN 
COLLEGE LIFE: AND SERVES ALL MANKIND. 
OVER THE PAST 100 YEARS. ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA HAS USED THE 
POWER OF THE FOUNDERS' CONCEPT TO TRANSFORM ACTIONS 
INTO A PROUD HISTORY OF SUPPORTING ACADEMIC ACHIEVE-
MENT. COMBATING DISEASE. BROADENING CAREER OPPORTUNI-
TIES, AND FIGHTING FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN LOCAL COMMUNI-
TIES AND AROUND THE WORLD. THE NEXT 100 YEARS ALREADY 
BEGUN. 
101 
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of Ac ei ement 
KAPPA AlPHA PSI WAS FOUNDED ON THE NIGHT OF 
jANUARY 5. 1911. ON THE CAM US OF INDIANA UNIVERSllY AT 
BLOOMINGTON. 
INDIANA. TO SOW THE SEED OF A FRATERNAL TREE WHOSE 
FRUIT IS AVAILABLE TO. AND NOW ENJOYED BY COLLEGE MEN 
EVERYWHERE. REGARDLESS OF THEIR COLOR. RELIGION OR 
NATIONAL ORIGIN. 
IT IS A FACT OF WHICH KAPPA AlPHA PSI IS JUSTLY PROUD 
THAT THE CONSTITUTION HAS NEVER CONTAINED ANY CLAUSE 
THAT EITHE EXCLUDED OR SUGGESTED THE EXCLUSION OF A 
MAN FROM MEMBERSHIP. MERELY BECAUSE OF HIS COLOR CREED. 
OR NATIONAL ORIGIN. 
THE CONSTITUTION OF KAPPA ALPHA PSI IS PREDICATED 
UPON. AND DEDICATED TO. THE PRINCIPLES OF ACHIEVEMENT 
THROUGH A TRULY DEMOCRATIC FRATERNilY. 
KWOUNA KHEPRA HENDERSON 
CHESTER WOOD 
MELVIN MATHEWS 
RODGRICK CHILLIOUS 
ON FRIDAY E ENING. NOVEMBER 17. 1911. 
HREE H :ARD UNIVERSITY UNO RGRADUATE STUDENTS 
AND ONE ACULTY ADVISER. GAVE BIRTH TO THE OMEGA PSI 
PHI FRATERNITY. INC .. THE FIRST NATIONAL AFRICAN-AMER-
1 AN RATERNITYTO BE FOUNDED AT A BLACK COL LEG E. THIS 
EVENT 0 CURRED IN THE OFFICE OF BIOLOGY PROFESSOR 
ERNEST E. )U T, THE FACULTY ADVISER. IN THE SCIENCE HALL 
NO NO N AS THIRKIELD HALL). THE THREE LIBERALARTS 
TUDENTS ERE EDGARA.lOVE.OSCARj.COOPERAND FRANK 
LE N. FRO THE INITIALS OF THE G EK 
MEANING, FRIENDSHIP IS ESSENTIAL 
THE SOUL THE NAME OMEGA PSI PHI WAS 
THE HRASE WAS SELECTED AS THE 
MANHOOD. SCHOlARSHIP. PERSEVER-
AN E AND U LIFT WERE ADOPTED AS CARDINAL 
PRINCI LES. A DECISION WAS MADE REGARDING THE DE-
I N FOR THE PIN AND EMBLEM. AND THUS ENDED THE 
FIRST EETING OF THE OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY. 
THE NEXT MEETING WAS CONDUCTED ON 
NOVE BER23. 1911. EDGAR lOVE BECAME THE FIRST GRAND 
BASJLEUS (NATIONAL PRESIDENT). COOPER AND COLEMAN 
WERE SELECTED GRANDKEEPEROF THE RECORDS (NATION-
AL ECRETARY AND GRANDKEEPER OF SEALS (NATIONAL 
TREASURER, RESPECT'lVElY. ELEVEN HOWARD 
UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATE MEN WERE SELECTED AS 
CHARTER MEMBERS. 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY. INC. 
ISAPRIVATE. NON-PROFITORGANIZATION HO E URP El TO 
PROVIDE ASSISTANCE AND UPPORT U H 
ESTABLISHED PROGRAMS IN LO L CO UNITIE 
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. A I TERHOOD OF ORE 
THAN 200.000 PREDOMINATELY BLACK COLLE E EDU TED 
WOMEN, THE SORORITY CURRENTlY HAS OVER 
CHAPTERS LOCATED IN THE UNITED TATES ENGLAND, jAPAN 
(TOKYO AND OKINAWA), GERMANY. THE VIRGIN ISLAND . 
BERMUDA. THE BAHAMAS AND THE REPUBLIC OF 0 THE 
MAJOR PROGRAMS OF THE SORORITY ARE BA ED UPON THE 
ORGANIZATIONS FIVE POINT THRU T OF: 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH 
INTERNATIONAL AWARENESS AND INVOLVEMENT 
POLITICAL AWARENESS AND INVOLVEMENT 
THE DELTA SIGMA THETA ORORITYWAS 
FOUNDED IN 1913 BY 22 STUDENTS AT HO :ARD 
UNIVERSITY. THESE YOUNG WOMEN WANTEDTOUSETHEIRCO .. 
LECTIVE STRENGTH TO PROMOTE ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE· TO 
PROVIDE SCHOLARSHIPS~ TO PROVIDE UPPORT TO TH UN .. 
DERSERVED: EDUCATE AND STIMULATE PARTICIPATION IN 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF POSITIVE PUBLIC OLICY AND 
TO HIGHLIGHT ISSUES AND PROVIDE SOLUTION 
PROBLEMS IN THEIR COMMUNITIES. 

PHI BETA SIGMA WAS FOUNDED JANUARY9.19 4 
N THE CAMPU OF HOWARD UNIVERSITY. FOUNDED 
ON THE PRINCIPLES OF BROTHERHOOD, 
CHOLARSHIP AND SERVICE, THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF 
THI INTERNATIONAL BAND OF BROTHERS ARE AS 
DI ERSE AS ITS MEMBERSHIP. WITH PARTNERSHIPS 
ITH SUCH ENTITIES AS THE AMERICAN RED CROSS, 
U AN LEAGUE. AND ITS SISTER ORGANIZATION; 
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY, INC. SIGMAS CONTINUE TO 
KE A DIFFERENCE LOCALLY AND ABROAD. 
INCE ITS ESTABLISHMENT IN 1947, THE BETA 
ILON CHAPTER OF PHI BETA SIGMA FRATERNITY, 
NC. HAS BEEN A DRIVING FORCE ON THE LANGSTON 
NIVERSITY CAMPUS. IN LIGHT OF THE FRATERNITY'S 
OTTO " CULTURE FOR SERVICE AND SERVICE FOR 
UMANITY THE DISTINGUISHED BROTHERS OF BETA 
ILON CONTINUE TO BE ACTIVE PATRONS AND 
U ORTERS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR CULTURE, 
U PEOPLE AND OUR COMMUNITY. 
CLEMMON BRIDGES ERIK REED 
GEVON FINKLEA 
BRANDON SMITH 
BRANDON HADDOX 
DESHAWN SAFFOLD 
ITWAS IN JANUARYOF 1920. WH 
llYWAS FOUNDED. ZETA PHI BETA SO --·-.. 
THE SIMPLE BELIEF THAT SORORilY EU 
SHOUlD NOT OVERSHADOW THE REAL ..a&lil-•"' .. "'~ 
ORGANIZATIONS -TO ADDRESS SOCI 
POVERTY. AND HEALTH CONCERNS 0 
ARY 16, 1920. ZETA BEGAN AS AN IDEA '-A.I&"'I-ma• 
AT HOWARD UNIVERSilY IN WASHING 
MYRTLE TYLER. VIOLA TYLER. FANNI ~ ...... 
THESE FIVE WOMEN, ALSO KNOWN AS 0 
DEPART FROM THE TRADITIONAL .,...,, .. u 
AND SOUGHT TO ESTABUSH A NEW -n-'-'~""-'"' 
ON THE PRECEPTS Of SCHOLARSHIP. 
FINER WOMANHOOD. IT WAS THE ID 
THE SORORilY WOULD REACH CO 
THE COUNTRY WHO WERE SORORI 
LOW THE FOUNDING PRINCIPL S 0 
VIOLA TYLER WAS OFT Q_UOTED 10 S 
SITUATION] THERE IS A Z£TA IN A Gl 
OR COLOR. WHO HAS HIGH STAN......u~ 
SCHOLARlY AVERAGE AND AN ACT ......... l!nw 
SHE UNDERTAKES TO ACCOMPLISH 
A NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION, Z 
WASHINGTON D.C. AND IN TH 
GIFTS OF ITS MEMBERS SUPPORT T 
OVER THE YEARS SINCE TH 
BETA HAS CHARTERED HUNDREDS 0 
THOUSANDS Of WOMEN AROUND 
UED TO THRIVE AND FIDURISH 
CHANGING NEEDS OF A NEW C NlU 
SION, DISCRIMINATION AND SEGilE<JIATID 
CHALLENGES. ZETA HAS CDNTINU 
AND PURPOSE. FOR. AS STATED BY 0 
lNG MEMBERS: •1 BELIEVE THAT 
HAVE BEEN FOUNDED UPON P N 
DEAR TO All OF OUR HEAIITS. ( 

IGMA GAMMA RHO SORORITY, INC. WAS 
FOUNDED NOVEMBER 12, 1922 ON THE 
PREDOMINATELY WHITE CAMPUS OF BUTLER UNI-
VERSITY IN IDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. THE SORORITY 
WAS FOUNDED BY SEVEN SCHOOL TEACHERS: MARY 
LOU ALLIS ION GARDNER LITTLE, NANNlE MAE GAHN 
JOHNSON, VIVIAN WHITE MARBURY, BESSIE DOWNEY 
RHOADES MARTIN, CUBENA MCCLURE, HATTIE MAE 
ANNETTE DULIN REDFORD, AND DOROTHY HANEY 
WHITESIDE. 
THE IOTA CHAPTER OF SIGMA GAMMA RHO SO-
RORITY, INC. WAS FOUNDED ON THE CAMPUS OF 
LANGSTON UNIVERSITY ON APRIL 5, 1941 BY SEV-
EN CHARTER MEMBERS. SIGMA GAMMA RHO, INC.'S 
COLORS ARE ROYAl BLUE AND ANTIQ!JE GOLD, THE 
FRENCH POODLE IS THEIR MASCOT, AND THE YEL-
LOW TEA ROSE IS THEIR FLOWER. SOME OF THE SO-
RORITY S NATIONAL PROJECTS. INCLUDE OPERATION 
BIG BOOK BAG, HABITAT FOR HUMANITY, PROJECT 
REASSURANCE, AND WEE SAVERS. SIGMA GAMMA 
RHO SORORITY INC.'S MOTTO IS *GREATER SERVICE, 
GREATER PROGRESS." 
Front Row Oeft to right): Karole Blythe. 
Cooper. Back Row Oeft to right): Sbevia 
Tanisha Dews, Amanda Jenlcins., Viaa· ~ 
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HIP HOP ARTIST- KANYE WEST 
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Director of Univers 
Bands 




The nationally revered Langston University Chorale 
always provides a heavenly sound. The tour the 
country throughout the year and always show up and 
show out. 
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WORLDS FASTEST MAN-USAIN BOLT 
WITHOUT LIMITS 
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Assistant Coach Assistant Coach Assistant Coach Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach Assistant Coach Assistant Coach Assistant Coach 
Assistant Coach Assistant Coach Assistant Coach Assistant Coach 
Defensive Coordmator 
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• The Langston Lions have had a 
winning record ever since Greg John-
son returned as head 
coach. 
The Lionsm de it to lie playoffs 
and made it to the Second round. 
1'he Lions raveled to Grambling 
State University and gave t e D-1 
team a scare. 
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The 2009 Langston track and field season marked the 18th season under 
head coach James W. Hilliard, Jr. and the Lions track and field teams continued 
. 
to tmprove. 
The quest for a national title began early in the 2009 indoor season as both 
William Moses and Brandee Means put up outstanding marks at the first in-
door meet before the Christmas break. Moses cleared 6-10.7 5 in the high jump 
and Means ran 1:25.01 in the 600 yard dash. By the time the 2009 AlA Indoor 
National Track and Field Championships arrived they both \\7ere ranked #1 in 
their respective events. They did not disappoint becoming national champions 
as Moses cleared 7-00.50 in the high jutnp and Means ran 1:31.09 in the 600 
meters. Joining them as national champions were Julius Koger in the long jump 
\\7ith a leap of 24-00.7 5 and Mario McCottrell in the 600 meters in a school re-
cord time of 1:18.62. 
Willie Felder picked up his second indoor All-American honor in the long 
jump and the men "s 4x400 meter relay finished fourth to give the tnen ·s team 
a total of 35 points and a fourth place finish. That finish is the highest national 
finish in Langston's track and field history and \\7as accomplished \\rith six indi-
viduals. 
The women scored 16 points and finished tided for 13th behind the efforts 
of Means and the 4x400 meter relay team of Means, Chrishana Olds Tatiana 
Simon, and Dominique McDonald. They also set a school indoor record nm-
ning 3:50.33. 
The teams finished the indoor national championships with five All-Amer-
icans for the men and four for the \\7omen. 
135 
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Margie Allen-Bonner began her tenure at Langston University on July 1, 
1975. While at Langston, she served as the Registrar and Counselor for 
International Students. She is a 1975 Langston University graduate with a 
degree in Science in Education. In 1992, Margie Allen-Bonner earned her 
Master of Education degree in Urban Education from LU. 
Robert Lou Brown began his tenure at Langston University on August 
19, 1985. While at Langston, he served as an Assistant Professor in the 
Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation. He is a 1972 
graduate of Alabama A&M University where he earned a Bachelor of Sci-
ence degree. He immediately pursued a Master's degree in Health, Physi-
cal Education and Recreation and became an Assistant Professor at Ala-
bama A&M University. 
Over the years, Robert Lou Brown has gained extensive experience work-
ing in the HPE&R field. He has participated in several national youth 
fitness and recreation programs such as, NYSP (National Youth Sports Program), Upward Bound, and the 
Special Olympics. 
Currently, Robert Lou Brown is continuing his education at Oklahoma State University by taking post-
graduate courses in Higher Education. He enjoys spending time with his loving family and participating 
in various sports and woodwork. 
Alice Campbell began her tenure at Langston University on January 5, 
1976. While at Langston, she served as an Extension Home Economics and 
4-H Youth Development Specialist for the Cooperative Extension Program. 
She developed lesson plans and other educational resource materials and 
planned, developed, and conducted Extension community educational pro-
grams in the areas of food and nutrition, family relations and child develop-
ment, clothing and textiles, consumer education/money management, social 
skills/etiquette, and marriage education for limited resource adults and 
youth in several Oklahoma counties. She supervised and provided in-ser-
vice training to LU extension paraprofessionals who delivered programs and teaching materials to families 
in various counties. Alice Campbell coordinated and assisted with extension conferences and programs on 
campus, and represented the LU Extension Program at many state and national Extension and Home Eco-
nomics conferences over the years. She served as coordinator for the LU 4-H youth delegates to National 
4-H Congress and Conference from 2003 to 2006. After 30 years and 7 months of service, she retired on 
July 31,2006. 
Albert Chandler began his tenure at Langston University on October 1, 1992. 
While at Langston, he served as Director of Athletics, Director of Develop-
ment, and Corporate and Foundation Affairs Officer. 
A native of Wewoka, Oklahoma, Chandler is a graduate of the University of 
Oklahoma, receiving his BBA in Personnel Management and his Master's de-
gree in Public Administration. 
While at the University of Oklahoma on an athletic football scholarship, Chan-
dler received All-Big Eight Tight End Honors and graduated in four years. He 
was drafted in the second round of the 1973 NFL Draft by the Cincinnati Bengals and went on the play six 
seasons in the NFL with such teams as the Cincinnati Bengals, St. Louis Cardinals, and New England Patri-
ots. 
Upon his retirement from the NFL in 1980, Chandler entered the private sector and was employed by Kerr 
McGee Corporation, a Fortune 100 Natural Resources Corporation. During his twelve years employed at 
Kerr McGee, he held several positions including: senior human resources representative, senior college re-
cruiting representative, compensation analyst, and labor relations senior representative. During his career at 
Kerr McGee he was acknowledged for his outstanding recruiting and labor relations negotiating skills. 
When semi-idle, Mr. Chandler plays golf, fishes, and walks with his wife Peaches. He also enjoys spending 
time with their two children, both graduates of Langston University, and tries to relate to his three grandchil-
dren. 
Candice L. Howell began her tenure at Langston University on March 15, 
1993. While at Langston, she served as an Extension Specialist for LU Coop-
erative Extension. She is a 1977 graduate of the University of South Florida 
where she majored in Elementary Education. She later went on to earn a 
Master's degree in Reading in 1983 at Northeastern State University. Prior 
to working at Langston, Candice Howell taught at Maple Elementary School 
in Fontana, California, Adair Middle School, Pryor Junior High, and Flaming 
Rainbow University all where she specialized in reading and language arts. 
Clara Jackson began her tenure at Langston University on September 9, 1991. 
While at Langston, she served as an Administrative Specialist for the Office of 
Development. 
9JfJuy J[u n~ 
Nancy Jurney began her tenure at Langston Univer ity on August 1, 1996. While 
working at Langston, she served as an Instructor in the G. Lamar Harrison 
Library. She earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in History from David Lipscomb 
University. She continued her education by earning a Ma ter's degree in Library 
Science fromt he University of Michigan. Prior to working at Langston, Nancy 
Jurney served as the Head Librarian at Rochester College and Audio Visual 
Librarian at Troy Public Library in Michigan. Upon moving to Oklahoma she 
gained employment at both Oklahoma Christian University and Oklahoma State 
University. 
Mrs. Jurney and her husband Larry have a son, David and a daughter, Susan. David and his wife Pam are the 
parent of Nancy and Larry's first precious grandchild, Tulle. 
~gr~ 
Margaret Kinney began her tenure at Langston University on January 10, 
1998. While at Langston, she served as an Administrative Assistant in the LU 
Copy Center. She is a 1962 graduate of Huston Tillotson College where she 
earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Biology. Prior to working in the Copy 
Center, Margaret Kinney worked in the Registrar's Office processing photo 
identification cards for students, faculty, and staff. She also has experience 
working with children. She worked for Oklahoma City Public Schools as a 
Library Aide and as an Assistant Director for a daycare also in Oklahoma City. 
~----------------~ 
Jean Bell Manning's tenure at Langston University began in 1965 through 1970 
under the William H. Hale administration. During that period she served in 
various capacities including As istant Professor of English, Director of Learning 
Resource Center, Associate Director and Reading Specialist, and Desegregation 
Institute. When she returned in 1978, she came as Professor and served as Fed-
eral Relations and Title III Coordinator. 
In addition to administrative duties and teaching responsibilities, Dr. Manning 
has attributed to her, either directly or indirectly, funded grants that total over 
....._ ______ ..... $50,000,000.00. 
In 1986, Dr. Manning was appointed to serve as Langston University's Chief Academic Officer- Vice Presi-
dent for Academic Affairs. Under her leadership as Vice President for Academic Affairs, Langston University 
has moved from a baccalaureate degree granting institution to a university offering a number of degrees rang-
ing from the associate of science degree to the Doctor of Physical Therapy. Other significant milestones in her 
career as Vice President for Academic Affairs include, but are not limited to the following: achieving Univer-
sity-wide accreditations; reorganizing five academic divisions into schools; obtaining state approval to offer the 
University's first master's degree program in education with four options; two additional master's degrees-one 
in Visual Rehabilitation Counseling and Entrepreneurial Studies; establishing the McCabe Honors Program; 
approving the development of the Langston University Center for International Development and the Study 
Abroad Programs; and, securing the first accreditation of the Nutrition and Dietetics Program by the American 
Dietetic Association. 
Most recently, Dr. Jean Bell Manning is serving as President for the A.M.E. University in Monrovia, Liberia. 
140 
Yvonne Maxwell began her tenure at Langston University on June 1, 1991. 
While at Langston, she served as the Director for Financial Aid. She received 
her Bachelor's degree from Oklahoma State University where she majored in 
Business Education and minored in Social Studies. She continued her educa-
tion and earned a Master's degree in Education from Cleveland State Univer-
sity. Prior to working at Langston, Yvonne Maxwell taught in the business de-
partment at John F. Kennedy High School in Cleveland, Ohio as well as served 
as the Financial Aid Assistant Director at Central State University in Edmond, 
Oklahoma. 
Darnell Williams began his tenure at Langston University on August 1, 1988. 
While working at Langston, Dr. Williams has served as the Director of the 
Langston University Graduate Program, Professor of Education, Professor of 
English and Modern Foreign Languages, Professor of English as a Second Lan-
guage, and Bilingual/Multi-Cultural Education. 
Dr. Darnell Williams, a native of Dallas, Texas, received the Bachelor of Sci-
ence Degree in Spanish and French from Bishop College, 1966; the Master of 
Arts Degree in Spanish from The Ohio State University, 1968; The Specialist 
Certification in English as a Second Language from The Ohio State University, 1969, and the Doctor of Phi-
losophy Degree in English Education from The Ohio State University, 1973. 
Dr. Williams has taught at The Ohio State University; Jackson State University; Bishop College; Gary, Indi-
ana Public Schools; Dallas, Texas Public Schools; and the Garland, Texas Public Schools, where he was the 
Director of the Bilingual Education and Compensatory Education Programs. He has been involved in multi-
cultural education, including Bilingual Education and English as a Second Language, for 43 years. In 1988, 
he accepted employment at Langston University. He currently serves as Dean of the School of Education and 
Behavioral Sciences. Dr. Williams has also served as the Director of the Langston University Center for Inter-
national Development, which includes the nationally and internationally recognized study abroad programs 
in The Dominican Republic, Belize, Ghana, Senegal, The Gambia, The Republic of South Africa, Thailand, 
Malaysia and China. 
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As I look up to the skies above, 
The stars stretch endlessly--
But somehow all those rays of light 
Seem dimmer now to me. 
As I watch the morning sun appear, 
The shadows still don't fade-
As if the brightest light of all 
Was somehow swept away. 
Though I see the branches swaying, 
And watch their dancing leaves--
The echoes carried on the wind 
Don't sound the same to me. 
As I listen to the morning birds 
Sing softly from afar--
It seems to be a mournful tune 
That echoes in my heart. 
Another day has come again, 
As time moves surely on--
But nothing now seems quite the same, 
To know that he is gone. 
The days and weeks and months ahead 
Will never be the same--
Because a treasure beyond words 
Can never be replaced. 
The loss cannot be measured now, 
The void cannot be filled--
And though someday the grief may fade, 
His mark will live on still. 
For even with my heavy heart, 
I know that I've been blessed 
To have been one who's life he touched 
With warmth so infinite. 
Rest In Peace 
Terry Mathews 
Langston University 
Student 
emory 
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Commencement 
Extra! Extra! Read All About 
It! 
One of Americals top motivational 
speakers, Patricia Russell-McCloud, 
described as engaging, highly 
substantive, well researched, 
pertinent, entertaining, and salient, 
served as Langston Universityls 
commencement speaker on May 17 
at the W.E. Anderson Stadium. 
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Our 15th President 
Dr. JoAnn W. Haysbert 
Presided over this years Founder's Day Convocation 
March,12 2009 marked the 112th 
anniversary of the founding of 
Langston University. 
Mr. & Miss LU 2009 
paying close attention during 
convocation. 
Dr. William E. Simms 
11th President 
Langston University 
1969-1974 
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IJDear Lions, 
I would like to first thank you the students of Langston 
University on behalf of the 2008-2009 yearbook staff. Without you, 
~e would not have a purpose or motivation to create this book. It is 
pur hope that you have enjoyed this book and received memories to 
last a lifetime. 
Fred Corson once said, "We think of life as a journey and 
~onsider it to be the opportunity for getting from where we are to 
where we want to be; we will have a working rule that provides us 
with both a purpose and expanding possibilities for our lives." 
I am asking you to write a personal letter defining life and 
limits as it pertains to you. Give this letter to a friend to hold for 
~wo years then have that friend send it back to you. Before reading 
your letter you should write those same definitions and compare 
~our old letter and to the present. This will give you an opportunity 
to see where your life is going, and if needed, serve as a reminder tc 
get back on course. 
Another philosopher once said, "Many of us sit in the back seat 
pf life and let someone else do all the driving. That's okay if you 
klon't care where the car's going. To set the course in the direction 
tyou want to go, you have to take the wheel. You have to drive." 
In conclusion, this closing has changed into a challenge to 
live life like never before and eliminate the definition of 
limits in your personal life, career, and overall pursuit 
of happiness. 
Rodgrick Chillious, 
Senior Writer/Yearbook Coordinator 
15 ... ________________________ .. 
eco e 
RODGERICK CHILLIOUS 
WRITER 
success 
ss 
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YEARBOOK EDITOR AND CHIEF 
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YEARBOOK DESIGNER/PHOTOGRAPHER 
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RITER/PHOTOGRAPHER 
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A 
Adoloyo. Vivion - 46 
Adoyoyo. Adoniko - 46 
Agabara. Comfort- 40 
Agor!:. Natalio - 48 
Alomu. Yodit- 40 
Aloxandor. Courtnoy - 48 
Aloxandor. Aoron«!o - 46 
Aloxandor. Mallory - 48 
Allah. Karriom - 40 
Allon. l:ryno- 40 
Andorgon. Ladonna - 46 
Andorgon. Maquo!:ha - 40 
Andorgon. Ri«!hard - 40 
Antwino. Canda«!o - 40 
Arnold. A!:hanti - 46 
Atabong. IDlaron - 48 
Atkin!:on. Brittanio - 40 
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Bailoy. l:ri«! - 46 
Bain. Gwondolyn - 40 
B 
Bakor. Quam:ha - 48 
Baldora!:. Martha - 40 
Barno!:. Randall - 48 
Barnoff.f:rnggf- 52 
Barry. ~an - 48 
Boavor. Gia - 40 
Boll. Lovli - 40 
Bonnoff. Carmon - 53 
Bonnott. Oowono - 46 
Borko. Edward - 46 
Borry. A!:hloy - 48 
Bla«!k. Ariol - 48 
Bla«!k. laki!:ha - 48 
Blookmon. Brittany - 48 
Blytho. Karolo - 40 
Bohanan. Choryl - 40 
Boldon. Brianna - 48 
Bookor. IDlannon - 40 
Bowon. A!:hira - 46 
Bowon. IDlorroll - 48 
Bra«!koon. William- 52 
Bradloy. Ronni«!o - 40 
Brad!:haw. ladaniol - 48 
Bramo. Azuro - 40 
Bramo. Javon - 48 Chandlor. Tamara - 46 
Brannon. Maghyndah - 48 Chago. Jaeita - 40 
Braxton. Bianea - 40 Choatham. Proeioug - 40 
Broodlovo. Patrieia - 46 Chogfor. Jatona - 40 
Browor. Coroy - 48 Clark. Bortha - 46 
Brouggard. Chrigfian - 48 Clark. Joghua - 48 
Brown. Damoll - 40 Clark. lakoigha - 48 
Brown. Diva - 48 Clark. Wykotia - 46 
Brown. Joggiea - 48 Clomoong. Brandon - 40 
Brown. l.oiga - 40 Cobb. ~tophon - 48 
Brown. Ouanotta - 53 Coorboll. Tiann - 48 
Brown. Robort - 52 Colbort. Uga - 40 
Brummott. Jamio - 40 Colo. ~avon - 40 
Bueknor. Mokolo- 48 Coloman. Chatnoo - 48 
Bumg. Patrieia - 53 Coloman. Naki - 48 
Burroughg. Doborah - 53 Combg. Koith - 46 
Bugh. Tiffany - 46 Cook. Mare - 48 
Butlor. Carmon - 53 Coob. Dotrallug - 48 
Coopor. ~mantha - 40 
c Corbott. Kato- 52 
Caldwoll. Konta - 48 Crano. Domoniek- 40 
Campboll. Androa - 40 Crawford. Anthony - 48 
Carpontor. Corvotta - 48 Culpoppor. Janoo- 48 
Cartor. T ravono - 48 Cutlor. Miehaol - 48 
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Davig. Angola - 46 
Davig. Charloffo - 46 
Davig. T onivia - 41 
Davig. Vanogga - 49 
Dodmon. Braylon - 49 
Doibol. Jorry - 52 
D 
Diekingon. T oroga - 41 
Diggg. Dionna - 41 
Dinwiddio. Gabriollo - 49 
Dixon. Jogoph - 41 
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Doakog. Loondra - 41 
DoiJigon. ~ehia - 49 
Dogg. Goovonta - 49 
Dogfal. Cagandra - 49 
Doug lag. Dominiquo - 41 
Douglag-Johngon. Kioth - 49 
Drapor. ~muol - 41 
Dunean. Clinton - 41 
DupJiggig. David - 49 
E 
&holg. Dogfinoy - 49 
~dwardg. Donehollo - 53 
~jiofor. Honryoffa - 46 
~Jiigon. Konnoth - 41 
~thoridgo. Patrioka - 41 
~vang. Mollia - 41 
upo. Folieia - 41 
Fioldg. Jamol - 41 
Fineh. Maxaila - 41 
Finkloa. Govon - 41 
fighor. Noffio- 52 
Franklin. Jagma - 49 
Frooman. Riekoy - 49 
Gaddig. Joromy - 49 
Gant. Charlog - 41 
GiJog. Riekoy - 41 
Glandor. Angola - 49 
Glovor. Alieia - 41 
Gobor. Robbio - 41 
F 
G 
Goodlow. Oorr- 49 
Gordnor. Oomini«!a - 41 
Gordon. Zo«!ina - 41 
Go~. Mar«!ug - 49 
Gottman. Jamog - 46 
Grady. £dward - 53 
Groon. IDlanoka - 41 
Groor. Clara - 49 
Griffin. Joghua - 49 
Guidor. £rika - 41 
Gunnollg. Jormaino - 49 
H 
Hall. Jamog - 41 
Hall. Mathilda- 53 
Hammond. £manuol - 46 
Hanna. IDlomio«!o - 41 
Hardoman. Cardlo - 52 
Hardridgo. Jonnifor - 41 
Harrig. Amoor - 49 
Harrig. Ardonna - 46 
Harrig. Brian«!a - 41 
Harrigon. T ronogha - 49 
Hart. ~uo - 53 
Hawking. Amoor - 41 
Hawking. Marilyn - 46 
Hawking. IDlannon - 49 
Haymoro. Oanaya - 41 
Haynog. Anodtra - 41 
Hayg. Prin«!o~ - 49 
Hoamo. Molody - 49 
Hodgo. Claron«!o - 52 
Hondorgon. Natural - 42 
Hondrioo. £1izaboth - 42 
Hiblor. Jovan - 49 
Hi«!b. Vi«!ky - 53 
Higging. !!on«!oaray - 46 
Hill. Co«!lia - 42 
Hilliard. Jamog - 53 
Hinog. Tiffany - 49 
Hool. la«!oy - 42 
Holdon. Marquig - 49 
Holland. ~io - 42 
HoiJig. Orlando - 42 
Holloway. &linda - 42 
Holloway. Pamola - 46 
Holmog. IDlona - 42 
Holmog-lafimor. Holon - 42 
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Hook!:. Milyaka - 49 Jonkim:. Folif!ia - 46 
Hom:o. rutaunto - 42 Jonkim:. Raiequol - 49 
Hom:o. rutirloy - 42 Johm:on. Cry!:tal - 42 
Hugho!:. Damon - 42 John!:on. Kathloon - 42 
Hugho!:. Joo - 46 John!:on. Marv - 42 
Huntor. Toro!:!:a- 52 John!:on. ~mora - 42 
Jono!:. Brandon - 49 
I Jono!:. Carolyn - 49 
Ingram. Ja«!klyn - 49 Jono!:. Do!!ioan - 49 
Jono!:. Jamo!: - 42 
1 Jono!:. Jonnifor - 49 
JonO!:. Mal«!olm - 49 
Ja«!bon. Briana - 49 
Jono!:. Pa!:«!al - 46 
Ja«!bon. Dori!:ha - 42 
Jono!:. T oro!:a - 46 
Ja«!bon. Looann - 42 
Ja«!bon. Loria - 42 
Jogoph. !!tovon - 42 
Ja«!bon. Marlono - 46 
Jo!:!:oii..C.Urry. rutorrard - 49 
Joggorand. Laura - 47 
Ja«!bon. rutanikka - 42 
Ja«!bon. T orranf!o - 49 K 
Ja«!bon. Tia - 49 
Jamo!:. Alli!:ha - 42 Kamwa. William - 42 
Jamo!:. Kimborly - 46 Konnard. Brandon - 42 
Jonkin!:. Amanda - 42 Konnody. Nata!:ha - 42 
Jonkin!:. C.i«!oly - 49 Khabir. Amatula- 42 
King. Jagmino - 42 
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King. Roginald - 49 
Kirk. Hamoeia - 49 
Kirk. Marzoff - 42 
Kogor. Julim: - 50 
Landon:. Cro!:hoa - 43 
latimor. Cathy - 43 
Law. Trammoll - 50 
Lawroneo. Jagon - 43 
laW!:on. Miehollo - 53 
laW!:on. Wayno - 52 
Loo. Pamola - 43 
Loo. Towy -43 
Lofti!:. Charlo!: - 43 
Loonard. T ~arao - 50 
l.owi!:. Oozz - 53 
l.owi!:. Kimborly - 43 
l.owi!:. Nikita - 43 
lowi!:. Phoobo - 50 
lilo!:. ~!:!:anio - 43 
lovo. &vorly - 47 
lowory. Danny - 43 
luekott. Phaodra - 43 
L 
M 
Maek. Juno - 43 
Madi!:on. Nathaniol - 50 
Mahono. 1J - 50 
Maneo. Ra!:hawn - 50 
Mandol. ladarin - 50 
Man!:ouri. Hakim - 43 
Manu. Kofi - 43 
Manyibo. ~dward - 52 
Mark!:. Bronda - 43 
Mar!:hall. Laeoy- 43 
Mar!:hall. Maurieo - 50 
Martin. Joaloah - 43 
Marzoff. Oontorrio - 43 
Marzoff. Mikoa - 43 
Ma!:on. A!:hloy - 50 
Ma!:on. Oomotria - 43 
Mayfiold. Raytron - 43 
Maynard. Jamo!: - 43 
Maymold. Bobbio - 43 
Meboo. Angoliea - 43 
Meeoy. T onoieia - 43 
Medonald. Oominiquo - 43 
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M«!gary. Ti!:ha- 50 
M«!gowan. Bru«!o - 53 
M«!gowan. Orlonthoa - 52 
Mekonzio. Brittany - 43 
M«!kinloy. Jaequolino - 43 
Moan!:. Brandoo' - 43 
Milo!:. Tiffany - 50 
Millor-Baldwin. U!:a - 50 
Mitf!holl. lfagka - 47 
Mitf!holl. Jorrymo - 53 
Mohammandi. Ma!:oomoh - 47 
Montgomory. Yvonno - 52 
Mooro. D~aunna - 50 
Mooro. Domotria - 50 
Mooro. ~ldridgo - 43 
Morri!:. Damon - 44 
Morri!:. ru-tovia - 44 
Morrigoffo. Kaminaka - 50 
Muhammad. ~looma- 47 
Mumina. Damali - 44 
Murray. Tinita :.. 47 
Ndifomyon. Bih - 44 
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N 
Ndofomyon. Abamukona - 50 
Nohmn. Troy - 50 
Nowman. Mary - 52 
Nif!hoh:. ru-tabroo- 50 
Nolon. Mogan - 50 
Nwankwoala. &o - 44 
Okray. Randi - 44 
Oldon. Mariah - 50 
O!:bomo. Maurif!o - 53 
0 
p 
Pandilla. ru-tirloy - 44 
Parham. Domoniquo - 50 
Payno. landon - 50 
Porry. Cathorino- 50 
Porry. Jormoll - 44 
Poffig. ru-tarlof!o - 44 
Phillip!:. loan - 50 
Pioreo. Jamog - 44 
Piffo. Tammy - 44 
Pollard. Vaniof!oa - 44 
Portor. T yni!:ha - 44 
Progfon. Rodoriek - 50 
Prootor. Doborah - 47 
Prough. Amanda - 44 
Pugh. Domofriug - 50 
Pulliam. Mario - 44 
R 
Ramono. Kimborly - 50 
Ram!:oy. !!taey - 44 
Randlo. Thoodoro - 47 
Randolph. A!:hlynn - 50 
Rodno!:o. Brittany - 50 
Rood. ~rik- 50 
Roid. !!arah - 44 
Rolorford. Quanotta - 44 
Roynold!:. A!:hloy - 50 
Roynold!:. Hornor - 44 
Riehard!:on. !!horry - 47 
Ridoau. Tiffany- 47 
Riggin!:. Roeho - 50 
Robort!:. Phylieia - 50 
Robin!:on. Ra!:haun - 50 
Rogor!:. Dolla - 47 
Ruffin. laeandra - 51 
Ru!:ky. !!tophanio - 44 
s 
!!affold. Do'!:hawn - 44 
!!ama. !!haron - 44 
!!arjohpayma. Hoggoin - 52 
!!eott. lafogha - 51 
!!eott. Mahoghany - 51 
!!oal!:. ~lygo - 44 
!!oymoro. Tino!:ha - 44 
!!hayo. Ayantu - 44 
!!howaltor. Jamo!: - 52 
!!humato. Ya!:moon - 51 
!!iearr. Fayia- 47 
!!immon!:. Kathy - 53 
!!immon!:. l.oko!:ha - 44 
!!imon. l.o!:lio - 51 
!!imon. T atiana - 44 
!!koon. Lynnio - 52 
!!kin nor. Daniollo - 51 
!!laughtor. Jhorrieka - 51 
!!mith. Brandon - 51 
!!mith. Dana- 47 
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~ith. Do'andra - 51 
~ith. Karon - 44 
~ith. Latoya - 47 
~ith. Patrif!o - 51 
~ith. Roginald - 44 
~ith. Thoro~ - 44 
~ith. Tiffany - 45 
~lomon. Jonathan - 51 
~pgnt!or. Caggyo - 51 
~tallworth. Maurif!o - 45 
~tallworth. ~anao - 47 
~taplru:. Candit!o - 51 
~toolo. Mogan - 51 
~towart. Ambor - 45 
~towart. Mit!haol - 45 
~tokru:. Nikki - 51 
~toko!:. Pamola - 52 
~torr. Charif!o- 53 
~torr. Chirif!o- 47 
~ulolman. Liban - 51 
~umo. Chority ~ 45 
~utton. Latara - 45 
T 
Taylor. Morgan - 51 
Taylor. Natalio - 45 
T ayuka. Nant!y - 45 
T oyha. ~iri - 45 
Thoma!:. Koyi!:ha - 45 
Thoma!:. ~arday - 45 
Thoma!:. Vit!toria - 45 
Thomp!:on. Joromy - 51 
Thomp!:on. Roni!:o - 45 
Thomp!:on. Tiffany - 45 
Thornton. Do'!:haun - 47 
Thur!:ton. Aoggio - 53 
Tillman. Linda - 53 
T orranlo. ~arya - 51 
Town!:oll~imp!:on. Rooot!f!a - 47 
Tray lor. Whitnoy - 51 
Tu~r. Hloni- 51 
Tumor. Barry - 45 
Tumor. Lut!rru:hia - 51 
u 
Ut!hogbu. Nkot!hi - 47 
Vandivor. Martha - 45 
Vann. Kondra - 45 
Vaughn. Brittany - 51 
v 
w 
Wado-Ponn. !!andra- 53 
Walkor. Dominoko- 45 
Waro-Roborh~. Vonnio - 53 
Warrior. Brandi- 45 
Waghington. Moniquo - 45 
Watorg. Anthony - 45 
Watking. !!tovon - 51 
Watking. Willio - 47 
Waffg. !!agha - 51 
Wobb. Miigha - 45 
Wobbor. Thomag - 51 
Wogt. Nieolo- 51 
Wogt. Tompggt-51 
Whito. Konnon - 51 
Williamg. Unda - 53 
Williamg. Natalio- 47 
Williamg. Rita - 52 
Williamg. !!haquotta - 51 
Wilgon. Chrigtophor - 45 
Wilgon. Dorothy - 53 
Wilgon. Jan-Miehaol - 51 
Wilgon. Vogta - 51 
Wingo. Amanda - 45 
Wigoman. Daniollo - 51 
Woodard. Candieo - 45 
Woodard. !!hanikqua - 45 
Woodg. Chrudor- 45 
Wright. Junnoll - 45 
Wright. Montoyia - 51 
Wyteh. Krigtal - 51 
y 
Young. Ryan- 51 
z 
Zaekory. (:loanor- 51 
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